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Agenda

1. Does My Town Have a Social Media Policy?

1. If so, how does the Policy apply to me?

1. How Can my Town Use Social Media to Engage and 
Educate the Citizenry?

1. How to leverage Social Media as a Productive Tool? 

1. Which Social Media platforms are useful for Finance 
Committees? 

1. What are Some of the common pitfalls to Avoid?



Social media policy:

• Hand out drafts (not to be confused with a Town’s 
Personal Conduct Social Media Policy)

• Some helpful tips: 
• Quick review at least once a year
• Creates the playing field, establishes parameters for use, 

especially for larger towns
• Define the types of content that can be posted, why... 
• It’s whatever your organization thinks is right
• Start small, slowly expand

• “Pin” the policy to your accounts
• Nobody can ever say they did not know 
• Leave it in that spot
• Post new approved policies each time they are updated 

Does My Town Have a Social Media Policy?



Policy should reflect the structure of 
your accounts

• Who? What? Where? When? How? Purpose?
• What members have authority/passwords?
• Who is your audience?
• Protocols?

○ If volunteer, what if people leave? 
• Chain of command, accountability
• What is acceptable and not acceptable content, 

etc. 

If so, how does the Policy 
apply to me?





How Can My Town Use Social Media to 
Engage and Educate the Citizenry?

● Create a presence of existence
○ New generations and new customers present an opportunity 

for engagement: 
■ Generation X (Born mid-1960’s to Early 1980’s)
■ Millennials (born Mid-1980’s to Early 2000’s)
■ Generation Z (Born Mid-2000’s to present)

● Define who you are and what you do?
○ Committee Mission, purpose
○ Town Charter, Town Bylaws; educate

● At a Minimum: 
○ Agendas & Minutes (Roll Call Votes)
○ Presentations from Departments to Fin Comm
○ Builds trust, accessibility, ease. 

● Has a replicative effect in news cycle(s)
○ Local Newspapers
○ 3rd Party Town Blogs/Social Media sites



How to Leverage Social Media as a Productive Tool?
Some starter Guidelines when constructing your site:

• Define your audience
• Who?  Residents, Departments, Vendors, Non-profits, 

Stakeholders, other towns, Town Meeting
• people who do not vote yet, everyone? 

• Define purpose: “Tell our story.” 
• We all know what we do, do not assume the general 

public does.  
• What does your organization want to get across? Goals. 

• Your own Fin Com page, or partner with the 
Town?

• How many directions do you want to pull the public in?

• Delegate responsibility to monitor
• Use #hashtags; create a consistent thread; retweet & like
• Publish accomplishments; votes after each meeting



• Be active
• Post at regular intervals.  Let the public know you 

are there with fresh content

• Patience: allow word of mouth to spread
• You may start off with a few followers, but 

eventually it picks up when you become a reliable 

source for information

• The more you participate, the more others will 

follow you

• Pictures speak 1,000 words

• Keep it simple.  Don’t be afraid to have a 

little humor and fun.  

• Be timely. 
• EG - After each meeting, post accomplishments. 

How to Leverage Social Media as a Productive Tool?



Which Social Media Platforms are Useful for Finance Committees?

Suggested Platforms, General Thoughts:

• Twitter

• Town Website
• Have a central one-stop shop
• Google is the way most people find things 

(Drupal)

• Local Cable TV live streams (HDTV) 
• an online archive where people can stream 

meetings

• Define what you need to do, in order 
to develop a reliable, trustworthy and 
consistent place for information



Which Social Media Platforms are Useful for Finance Committees?

Town of Franklin 
Twitter Account

● Pictures
● Agendas
● Website URL
● Town Information
● Contact information
● Social Media Policy

This may not give 
everyone the answer they 
are looking for, but it’s a 

great trailhead with a map 
to find your path forward



Which Social Media Platforms are NOT Useful for Finance Committees?

Skeptical of the return on investment: 

• Facebook 
• Be cautious....(rabbit holes and endless ads)

• 3rd Party Town Blogs 
• Be cautious….(quicksand)
• These sites thrive when your entity is not a trusted or reliable 

source of factual information

• Vimeo/Youtube? 
• Define your audience if this is worth the time and investment for 

“X” people. 

• Instagram - cost/benefit? 

• New forms of media that develop:
• Snapchat is already dead except for the Kardashians, maybe?
• Again consider what you’re doing. Be careful not to do too much 

and get dragged down in the latest formats. 
• Is this where your audience is and what they want? 



• Avoid “Quicksand” and “Rabbit Holes”

• Do not engage in back and forth conversation with 

residents/followers:

• Its OK to answer quick, factual questions, but resist 

conservations and arguments.  

• Often times: “When you’re explaining, you’re losing”

• But set the expectation in your policy. See handout. 

• Avoid controversy. 

• Avoid being too scripted

• E.G. - press releases 

• Avoid posting your own opinion. 

What are Some of the Common Pitfalls to Avoid?



• Do not engage in back and forth conversation 
with residents/followers

• Its OK to answer factual questions, but resist 
explaining.  

• Often times: “When you’re explaining, you’re losing”
• But set the expectation in your policy. See handout. 

• Do not allow your organization to “follow” or 
“like” private groups, groups not affiliated with 
the town. 

• Do not abandon social media if it does not click 
right away. 

• Word of mouth, it takes time!

What are Some of the Common Pitfalls to Avoid?


